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NATURE [April 28, 1870 

A Word in Defence of Physicists. 

Two passages in NATURE of April 14th show that the sup
posed opposition between geologists and physicists is not forgotten. 
This feud can only impede the advancement of truth. 

Prof. Duncan, in his instructive paper on Dr. Carpenter's Report, 
writes thus:-" Physicists have propounded theories which have 
been accepted by some geologists, but they are looked upon as 
doubtful hypotheses by others. Palreontologists and such theories 
have been constantly at issue. The theories involving pressure, 
and the hardness of deep-sea deposits, will suffer from the re
searches ; but many difficulties in the way of palreontologists will 
be removed." 

I cannot think that either of the "theories," to which allusion 
appears to be made, can ever have been accepted by any oue who 
understood the nature of fluid pressure. The tissues of a Ii ving 
being inhabiting the depths must necessarily be permeated by 
liquids at the same pressure as that ·of the waler without. Hence 
no crushing effect can be produced. So, too, the particles of 
mud or sand at the bottom of the ocean are buoyed up by water 
at the same pressure as that by·which they are forced down, and 
they sink only by the difference of weight between themselves 
and the dense water ; so that the ooze at a profound depth ought 
actually to lie lighter than beneath shallower water. These c?n
siderations have always occurred to me when reading about the 
misconceptions to which Prof. Dt1ncan alludes. But what I wish 
to point out is, that it is not the deductions oi physicists which are 
overthrown, but the fancies of those who are not physicists, 
which were always oppo,ed to physical principles. 

Mr. \Vilson's letter about " geological time" may possibly 
elicit a reply from Professor Pritchard. But why is Sir W. 
Thomson's name introduced into the heading? And does Mr. 
Wilson intend to teil us that Mr. Darwin considers natural selec
tion incompetent to produce the human eye? For unless Mr. 
Darwin admits direct dt!sign in the arrangement of the human 
eye, it does not appear how Mr. Pritchard's lapsus in seem
ing to include man among the Articulata, can vitiate his argu-
ment as against Darwin. 0. FISHER 

Heat Units 

IN No. 24 of NATURE (April 14) Mr. Thomas Muir calls 
atention to the inconvenience arisibg from the want of some 
uniform and generally recognised mode of expressing qualities 
of heat. As there can he no question that the inconvenience 
is a real one, I venture to suggest as one remedy for it, the 
employment of the following terms, narnely-

grain-d egree, 
pound-degree, 
gramme-degree 
kilogramme-degree, 

to denote respectively the quantities of heat required to raise the 
temperature of one grain, pound, gramme, or kilogramme of 
water from 0° to r° Centigrade. These expressions are used in 
the article HEAT, in Watts's "Dictionary of Chemistry"; and 
having been for several years in the habit of using them in 
my lectures, I am able to say from experience that the employ
ment of them greatly facilitates statements relating to quantities 
of heat. 

It appears to me to be in favour of these terms, as compared 
with Mr. Muir's "therm," "kilotherm," &c., that they enable 
us to do without the formation of any new word, that they are 
self-interpreting, and that by means of them quantities ol heat 
can be expressed with reference to the British or to the metrical 
standards of mass, with equal facility. 

University College, London, April 25. G. C. FOSTER 

The Sun's Chromosphere 

Is there any way, by means of an ordinary telescope with 
coloured glasses, of seeing the red prominences on the sun's edge 
-that is, without a spectroscope? If so, what coloured glasses 
ought to be used? In one of the former numbers of NA'IURE, 

an observer saw, with only a telescope, what he believed to be 
these prominences ; the sun was near the horizon, a series of 
rose-coloured undulations became visible, unconnected, as sup
posed, with atmospheric di5turbance, and which it was suggested 
might be clue to the red flames of the chromosphere. 

. 

Lefthandedness 

IN a letter on this subject by J. S., in this week's number of 
NATURE, th7 hypot~e~is is mentioned_ !hat left-handed perwns 
may owe their peculiarity to a transpos1t1on of the viscera or at 
lea~t of the great arteries of the itpper limbs. This suppo~ition 
which has been more tha1;1. once a~vanced, is certainly not true'. 
Several cases ~f transpos1t10n of viscera are on record in which 
the per,ons affected were right-handed. One was recorded by 
M. Gery (quoted in Cruveillier's Anatomie, tome 1, p. 65, 
note), _another ?Y ~- Gachet ( Caz~tte dt!~ H opitaux, Aug. 31, 
1861), and a tlurd m the P,itholog,ca! Jransactions, vol. xix., 
p. 447. 

Your correspond~nt's opinion seems probable that rio-hthanded
ness is the result partly of hereditary, partly of individual educa
tion, and is intimately associated with the more complex func-
tions of the hand. P. S. 

April 18, 1870 

THE ABRADING AND TRANSPORTING 

POWER OF WATER 

IL-FRICTION OF WATER 

ON a former occasion the abrading and transporting 
power of wate r (which is supposed to increase as 

the velocity increases, but to decrease a s the depth in
creases) was considered from a mechanical point "f view, 
and arguments were brought forward to show th~t water 
rolls rather than slides. The question then arises-

III. How does flowing water obtain this rolling motion? 
The reply to this is, By friction. · 

Take, for example, the rifling of a gun ; we all know 
that it is owing to the spiral grooves or prominences in the 
chamber that the shot gets its spinning motion ; but 
supposing the shot be a sphere, and fired from a smooth 
bore, it has not this rotatory motion at right angles 
to the line of flight, and no great dependence can be 
placed on its accuracy, but it may rise or fall, pass 
to the right or left, ali depending on which sid e of the 
gun's mouth the shot touched when passing out, for so 
will it revolve. Should it ricochet, it will, when nearly 
s;ient, be observed to roll over the ground, and this is all 
caused by the friction offered by the resistance of the 
ground with which it came in contact. And what reason 
can there be assigned against water adopting this most 
simple of all laws for bodies in motion ; and is it not 

owing to this that water in a cistern takes a circular 
motion when escaping through an orifice in its bottom, 
or presents a cork-screw appearance when poured out of 
a small vessel ? Again, on the large scale, with rapid 
currents such as in the Pentland Frith, what but this cir
cular motion of the stream can cause that boiling ap

appearance given to the water, which everyone must have 
observed who has navigated waters where there is a strong 
tideway? And cannot this explain why there should be 
an enormous breaking sea at the point where the heavy 
swell of the Atlantic meets the ebb tide ; and does not 
this rolling motion given to the tide, acting in an opposite 

direction, check t.he oscillations of the Atlanti~ swell, 
causing those huge breakers so well known to the Orca

dian boatmen ? 
Supposing every particle of water to be a sphere in 

itself that can roll independently, and that a number_ of 
them being collected too-ether form a larger sphere, which 
also rolls, and so on, then the diameter of the s~heres 
increases with the depth, be it ever so great. Conse· 
quently, the facility for rolling will also inc!ease, so that 
the deeper and broader a stream is--that 1s, th~ farther 
the centre of a stream is from the retarding medmm (the 
bed and banks of a river)-the less is this rotatory mot10n 
obstructed ; and does not this explain how the v~loc1ty 
increases with the hydraulic mean depth i' The air also 
has a retarding effect even in a perfect calm; for where 
the Mississippi was very deep, it h as b een observed that 
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the greatest velocity was not at the surface, but at some 
distance below it. 

Supposing that water moves in an innumerable number 
of circles, varying from a single particle in diameter to 
that of hundreds of feet, and that every obstruction sets 
these circles revolving at right angles to their surfaces, 
we can at once begin to understand how, by increasing 
the areas exposed to friction, an innumerable set of wheeb 
of various sizes are set spinning in all directions, but are 
retarded in this action by the attraction of the several par
ticles to each other. Thus wheels within wheels will be set 
in motion, some revolving in opposite directions ; and the 
quicker the revolutions-that is, the smaller the diameter 
of the wheels, in other words the shallower the stream
the greater will be the power expendend, which power 
Nature exerts in holding solid matter in suspension; 
therefore, if the foregoing arguments be correct, it is 
evident that the transporting and abrading power of 

SURF!'AC::i. OIP' 

water must increase in some ratio inversely as the depth, 
and that the retarding of a ship's sailing on a flowing 
river must depend on the increased area of surface 
exposed, thus explaining why a ship with a foul bottom, 
a rough, rocky bed to a river, or weeds in a stream, all 
retard velocity, because they one and all set so many more 
wheels spinning. This leads us to the important questions 
where abrasion and the power of flowing water to hold solid 
matter in suspension have to be investigated, with the 
view of showing how this rotatory motion acts in nature. 
To do so the following diagram will perhaps give a slight 
idea of the complicated nature of this rotation, the circles 
being suppose_d to il~crease in diameter with _the de~th. 
This diagram 1s only mtended to show the relative motion 
of one set of particles with respect to its neighbouring set 
of particles, each for its own depth of 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 feet 
deep. Th~s where the d~pth_ is 16 feet, t~ere "':'011;ld be a 
series of circles 16 feet m diameter rollmg w1thm each 
other, where the depth was 8 feet, there would be circles 
of 8 feet in diameter, and so on. That is, with the same 
velocity, the rotation would decrease as the diameters be
came· greater. 

The various angles with the horizon are represented by 
the lines DE, D' E', and D" E", which show the necessary 
slopes, in order that the centre of gravity of each circle 
should be equally beyond the point of support A', and that 
consequently A B, A' B', A" B", should be all equal; they 
indicate that where the slope of the surface of the water 
remains in each case the same (say, for example, one foot 
in a mile), the velocity probably increases proportionally 
to the increased hydraulic mean depth, or that where 
the velocities are the same, and the depths differ, the slope 
requires also to vary. Let, for example, the velocity be 
in each case about 5 miles an hour, or some 7½ ft. a 
second, while the depths are 5ft., Sft., 1oft., and 90ft. respec
tively, the slopes vary from 25 feet in the mile to only some 
4 inches, while the load of solid matter held in suspension 
is about 7 per cent., 5 per cent., 3 per cent., and only mo- of 
the weight of water in each of the above cases respectively. 
With the assistance of the diagram, therefore, it will 
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at once be seen how the whirling motion given to a stream 
must increase as the depth decreases, and how, by the 
increased agitation, the water is able to hold propor
tionally more solid matter in suspension, while the action 
on the bed of tlie channel must at the same time be 
increased. 

To carry this action to extreme cases it appears evident 
that where the velocities are considerable, and the depths 
only a foot or two, the slopes must become almost precipi
tous, while the stream must become semi-fluid mud, 01· 

transport a large proportion of boulders, and even rocks ; 
in doing which a certain amount of power must be ex
pended, and in transporting this solid matter this loss of 
power cannot but retard the flow of the stream. On the 
other hand, it may be assumed that, even with consider
able velocities, which at small depths would tear up and 
hurl forward rocks, boulders; sand, and mud, with exces
sive depths the water may flow on in almost a compara
tively pure state, and instead of holding in suspension 
stones and coarse sand, can only transport fine particles 
of mud. 

T. LOGIN. 
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